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Address Ayano Holland BV 
Ayano Belgium NV 
Franse Akker 25 
Brusselstraat 31 
4824 AL Breda

Country Netherlands

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Production and development of glassware and decoration - beer glass, softdrink glass, wine and spirits glass

GLASS DESIGN

As well as beer glasses, we decorate wine glasses, champagne glasses, hot drink glasses, soft drink glasses and glasses for distilled beverages. In
addition, we also offer glass jars and pots.  Our complete assortment can soon be found in our portfolio.

PRODUCT: GLASSES

Ayano produces decorated goblets and tumblers for you, as well as long drink glasses. By decorating glasses from our standard range or decorating
custom-made, special and exclusive glasses, we can help you market your products in a unique way.

As well as beer glasses, we decorate wine glasses, champagne glasses, hot drink glasses, soft drink glasses and glasses for distilled beverages. In
addition, we also offer glass jars and pots. Our complete assortment can soon be found in our portfolio.

All these glasses have their own appearance and thus their own decoration possibilities. We consider it our job to guide you through the design and
production process so that your glassware contributes to the appearance of your brand.

Company Profile of Ayano Holland BV

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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